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Answer:

Explanation:
Explanation:
Use max for platformFaultDomainCount
2 or 3 is max value, depending on which region you are in.
Use 20 for platformUpdateDomainCount
Increasing the update domain (platformUpdateDomainCount) helps
with capacity and availability planning when the platform
reboots nodes. A higher number for the pool (20 is max) means
that fewer of their nodes in any given availability set would
be rebooted at once.
References:
https://www.itprotoday.com/microsoft-azure/check-if-azure-regio
n-supports-2-or-3-fault-domains-managed-disks
https://github.com/Azure/acs-engine/issues/1030

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which feature allows a device to use a switch port that is
configured for half-duplex to access the network?
A. port security
B. IGMP
C. split horizon
D. CSMA/CD
Answer: D
Explanation:
Ethernet began as a local area network technology that provided
a half-duplex shared channel for stations connected to coaxial
cable segments linked with signal repeaters. In this appendix,
we take a detailed look at the half-duplex shared-channel mode
of operation, and at the CSMA/CD mechanism that makes it work.
In the original half-duplex mode, the CSMA/CD protocol allows a
set of stations to compete for access to a shared Ethernet
channel in a fair and equitable manner. The protocol's rules
determine the behavior of Ethernet stations, including when
they are allowed to transmit a frame onto a shared Ethernet
channel, and what to do when a collision occurs.
Today, virtually all devices are connected to Ethernet switch
ports over full-duplex media, such as twisted-pair cables. On
this type of connection, assuming that both devices can support
the full-duplex mode of operation and that Auto-Negotiation
(AN) is enabled, the
AN protocol will automatically select the highest-performance
mode of operation supported by the devices at each end of the
link. That will result in full-duplex mode for the vast
majority of Ethernet connections with modern interfaces that
support full duplex and AN.

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the reason to send an EIGRP SIA reply to a peer?

A. to respond to a reply reporting
stuck-in-active
B. to respond to an SIA query with
requested
C. to respond to a query reporting
stuck-in-active
D. to respond to an SIA query that
on replies from its peers
Answer: D

that the prefix has gone
the alternative path
that the prefix has gone
the router is still waiting

NEW QUESTION: 4
What options are available to the administrator when creating a
client task to limit the systems that receive the task?
A. Task can be configured with defined criteria
B. Tasks can only be assigned to a specific group
C. Task can be enabled when the desired systems are online
D. Tasks can only be assigned globally
Answer: A
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